Hubble Science Briefing

Tracing the Lifecycle of Planetary Systems around stars (slightly) more massive than the Sun
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Unchanging Heavens?
How do we study populations of stars?
We are but Mayflies of the Milky Way...
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Planetary Adolescence

NASA’s IRAS discovers the “Fabulous Four”, and launches the characterization of dusty stars
Three of the Fabulous Four

All A-type stars, two known to host planetary mass objects
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β Pictoris b—transiting planet?
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‘Retired’ planetary systems
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‘Retired’ planetary systems
The ultimate retirement
A planetary system’s swan song
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Take Home Points

• Dust traces the lives of planets from birth until death
• Stars more massive than the sun have been a goldmine of information about the diverse and amazing process of planet formation
• While we know much, the process of planet formation is still quite mysterious and surprising—leading us into exciting territory!